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FAST FORWARD
High-Interest, Low-Levelled Literacy

Instructional/Guided Reading | Independent Reading | Interactive Learning

Fast Forward has been developed for students in the middle years who are
experiencing difficulties with literacy. These students may be disengaged,
from non-English speaking backgrounds, experiencing learning difficulties or
simply require further reading practice. Whatever the reason, Fast Forward
aims to engage and increase reading ability and confidence by appealing to
the student’s interest level and reading level.

Slam Dunk
Fast Forward
Independent Texts
Level 11

Instructional/
Guided Reading
Fast Forward’s highly visual and
engaging titles are perfect for
instructional/guided reading
sessions with less able readers.
Group students according to
their reading level so they can
participate in reading sessions
using the high-interest Fast
Forward titles.

Independent Reading
The Fast Forward Independent
Texts reinforce the skills and
knowledge students have gained
from instructional/guided reading
sessions.
The Fast Forward Independent
Texts are carefully levelled for
independent reading, allowing
students to experience reading
success on their own terms.
A Listening Post Audio CD
is included in the Fast Forward
Independent Texts boxed sets.

+The term ‘support’ indicates resources that have not been written to the Australian Curriculum, but do contain content which

meets elements of the content descriptions, general capabilities and/or cross-curriculum priorities. These resources can therefore
be used for implementation of the Australian Curriculum.
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Writing
Fast Forward exposes students to a range of text types, which they can use as models for their own
writing. Text types featured include narrative, report, recount, procedure, explanation, exposition,
description, discussion and response.
Fast Forward also provides meaningful and supportive writing activities for each title:
• Teacher’s Guide CD – PDF printable activity sheets
• Fast Forward Interactive CDs – interactive, self-correcting, computer-based activities.

Listening
The Fast Forward audio* provides excellent models of fluent reading. After reading the text, the
student, or group of students, can listen to the audio and practise reading along with the voice.

Speaking
Teachers can assess students’ accuracy and fluency using the Reading Record Assessment Accuracy
and Fluency Measure in the Teacher’s Guides.
Fluency, phrasing and expression are modelled on the audio* to assist students to understand how a
reader’s voice can help written text make sense.

The butterflies’ eggs hatch into caterpillars

But, this generation of Monarch butterflies

and feed on milkweed.

may not make it either.

Soon, they turn into butterflies and set out to travel north.

Sometimes, it can take three or four generations

Animal Travellers
Fast Forward Guided
Reading Texts Level 18

of butterflies to make it back to Canada
and North America.

an egg hatching

a new Monarch butterfly

Fast Forward Audio
a Monarch caterpillar

• A
 udio to accompany each Fast Forward Guided
Reading Text can be downloaded from
www.nelsonprimary.com.au/fastforwardaudio
16

17

• T he Fast Forward Independent Texts Listening
Post CD is packaged in the boxed sets.
* Audio can be downloaded from
www.nelsonprimary.com.au/fastforwardaudio

www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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FAST FORWARD
High-Interest, Low-Levelled Literacy

Instructional/Guided Reading | Independent Reading | Interactive Learning

How Fast Forward supports the Australian Curriculum+

Fast Forward factual texts support the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities in the Australian
Curriculum. The Science titles support some content from sub-strands of the Australian Curriculum: Science.
A number of the Social Studies titles support some content from the Australian Curriculum: History, Geography,
Economics and Business, Civics and Citizenship, Technologies, The Arts and Health and Physical Education.
See the Curriculum Links table.
All Fast Forward titles support the Australian Curriculum: English.

Teacher Support

Printable Activities

Fast Forward provides a vast range of extra
support for teachers and students. The
comprehensive Teacher’s Guides provide teaching
notes for each instructional/guided reading title,
assessment mechanisms and planning
pro formas.

The Teacher’s Guide CD-ROM includes four printable
activities for each title. The activity sheets have
been designed to provide further practice with
comprehension, phonics, vocabulary and writing.

Animal
Travellers

Why do fur seals migrate in spring? (There are less
predators around during the breeding season.)

Inferential:
In winter, why would it be warmer in Mexico than in
Canada?

Vocabulary

Before Reading
Motivation / Purpose

provide information about
The purpose of this text is to
long distances to
how and why some animals migrate
times of the year.
other parts of the earth at certain
theme Life Science.
This text links with the Science

Text Type

Draw students’ attention to the:
• photographs
• maps
• glossary
• index.
(Report). Will it be
Ask “What type of book is this?”
information would you
about animals or people? What
expect to find in this text?

Visual Literacy

shown on pages 4-5.
Discuss the different environments
the text?
How does this assist you to predict
on page 8. What is the
Talk about the circled pictures
three circled pictures on
purpose of this? What are the
reader?
the
page 16 showing

Background Knowledge

know move from one
Discuss animals that students
do this? When do they
place to another. Why do they
scientists can follow the
usually move? Talk about how
animals as they
movement of groups and individual
move from place to place.

Phonological Awareness

following phonological
Make sure students know the
patterns:
weather (p.7),
• ‘er’ for /er/: butterflies (p.6),
dangers (p.10),
northern (p.8), winter (p.9),
(p.17), either (p.17)
watchers (p.12), generation
birth (p.20)
• ‘ir’ for /er/: birds (p.10),
(p.21)
return
(p.18),
fur
• ‘ur’ for /er/:
• ‘our’ for /er/: journeys (p.6)
• ‘re’ for /er/: kilometres (p.13)
these sounds on the
Write the letters representing
a word containing one of
board. Have one student say
tell which letters make up
these sounds. Ask another to
word.
that sound in that particular

amazing, breed, butterflies,
generations, hatch,
journeys, migration,
milkweed, million, nectar,
predators, track

What animals might be predators of the fur seals?
How many times a year do fur seals give birth?
Make sure students understand the difference between
literal and inferential information.

Response:
For what reasons do humans migrate?
What do we do in the winter months if we don’t migrate?

groups. Ask students to list
Say one of the above sound
for making that sound. The
possible letter combinations
words to give examples.
students may prefer to write

High Frequency Words

journey, leave, place,
again, animal, food, island,
travel, water, year
word on each card. Make
Make a set of cards with one
students to decide how
groups with the cards. Ask the
words.
you have chosen to group the
card and says
Each student then selects a word
‘island’ has a silent ‘s’;
something about the word. (e.g.
in ‘again’, ‘ai’ makes the
‘water’ rhymes with ‘daughter’;
long a sound.)

During Reading
Vocabulary in Context

the difference between
Make sure students understand
of ‘butterfly’) and
‘butterfly’s’ (possessive form
‘butterflies’ (plural form of butterfly).
in the text are changed to
Discuss ways in which words
example:
For
form.
plural
the
journeys
• adding –s: travellers, animals,
butterflies
• change y to i and add –es:
noun is matched with
Explain to students that a singular
noun takes the plural verb.
a singular verb, and a plural
one of the most amazing…
e.g. The monarch butterfly is
killed…and others
also
are
(singular), Some butterflies
are killed in storms. (plural)

Checking for Meaning
Literal:

do monarch butterflies make
In what seasons of the year
Spring)
their journeys? (Autumn and
believe the monarch
For what two reasons do scientists
to find milkweed and to
butterfly migrates? (It migrates
get away from the cold weather.)

Grammatical Patterns
Make sure students understand the following components
of a report:
• Opening general statement defining the topic: Animals
are amazing travellers…This is called migration. (p.4)
• Passages of description relating to animals and their
reasons for migrating: (pp.5-23)
• Use of general nouns: monarch butterflies (p.6),
storms (p.10), caterpillars (p.16)
• Use of relating verbs to describe features: There is lots
of food for the seals… (p.18)
• Action verbs: fly, swim, walk (p.5), eat (p.9),
lay (p.15), breed (p.19), arrive (p.20)
• Use of timeless present tense: Scientists think Monarch
butterflies migrate to find milkweed. (p.7)
• Use of technical terms: migration (p.4), breed (p.5),
milkweed (p.7), nectar (p.9), generations (p.17),
predators (p.18)
• Use of paragraphs with topic sentences to organise
information: Some Monarch butterflies fly to
California … (p.9), Thousands of people help to
track … (p.12)
• Repeated naming of the topic as the beginning focus
of the clause: Northern fur seals… (p.18), When
spring comes, the Northern fur seals set out… (p.19)

Fluency / Punctuation Patterns

Critical Literacy
What is the author’s purpose in writing this text?
Do you think a report is a suitable text type for
presenting this information? Why or why not?
If you were to add another chapter to this text, what
would you need to know?

Linking Visual and Written
Establish the link between the text and the individual
pictures on pages 10–11.
Use the information in the text to suggest captions for
the illustrations on pages 22–23.
Why do you think most double page spreads show a
collection of photos, instead of just one? What does this
tell you about the text?

After Reading
Try to find the names of animals in your area that
migrate. Where do they go, why, and when? Mark
these journeys on a map.
Find out some of the methods scientists use to track
the journeys of large groups of animals.

Activities
Students will:
• make decisions about what the author said and
what the author meant
• select the correct word to complete sentences
• write words from the text to match meanings
• complete paragraphs by sorting sentences to
match topic sentences.

These punctuation patterns occur in the text:
• An em dash is used to add information to the
sentence: There are many reasons why animals migrate
– for food, warmth, or a safe place to breed. (p.5)
• A comma is used to separate two or more items
listed in a sentence: Some fly, others swim, and some
walk. (p.5)
• A comma is used to separate clauses in a sentence:
On their journey south, Monarch butterflies eat nectar
from flowers, which gives them strength for their long
journey. (p.9)
• An apostrophe is used in contractions: can’t (p.11)

36

Comprehension Vocabulary
(meaning)
(structure)

Phonics
(visual)

Writing
(structure)

37

The clear, concise and explicit teacher notes
highlight the key learning features of each text.

Interactive
Activities
The Fast Forward Interactive
features 800 interactive
learning objects to support
and reinforce the skills
learned in the instructional/
guided readers. Each title is
supported by four interactive
activities focusing on
comprehension, phonics,
vocabulary and writing.

4

+See inside front cover for details.
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FAST FORWARD TEXTS
FAST FORWARD TEXTS

Curriculum Links
LEVEL
NO


HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES
COMMUNITIES

16

Making Movies

17

Saving Coral Reefs

(Media Arts)


8

CHEMICAL SCIENCES
Making a Cake

7

19

Skateboarding

Clothes: Then and Now

11

Sports Clothes

7

20

Surfing

Building the Pyramids

11

Sand

22

Earthquakes

14

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

24

The European Union

14

Plants



PEOPLE AND BELIEFS

14

Alternative Energy

17

Fossil Fuels

20

Getting the Picture

23

Discovering Metals

24

Discovering Chemistry

11

The World Wide Web

13

Hip-Hop

13

Subcultures

16

Unusual Hobbies

16

The Story of Hollywood

19

Pompeii

(Dance)
(Music)

(Media Arts)

22

Ralegan Siddhi: A Special Community



ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS

6

Celebrating New Year

7

Cultures

7

Different Cultures, Different Foods

9

Let's Dance

(Dance)

12

Getting Together

15

A Very Long Journey

(Dance)



PHYSICAL SCIENCES

7

What's the Time?

8

Hot and Cold

6

At the Shops

6

18

At the Market

Beginnings

8

19

10

Money Travels

Life in Ancient Rome

The History of Money

Life in Ancient Egypt

11

9

20

Human Movement

20

Famous Pharaohs

11

The Human Body

21

Papua New Guinea: An Indigenous Society

13

Energy in Sport

23

Aztec Beliefs

14

Powering Cars

Travelling Around

11

Bartering

12

Gold

14

Banks and Banking

Heating Up

Getting Down to Business

Gladiators

15

15

23
23

The Ideas and Beliefs of Ancient Greece

15

Global Warming

16

Simple Machines

17

Helping Out

17

Carbon Trading

18

Taxation

20

The Great Depression

21

International Trade: A Case Study

21

Free Trade

23

A Cashless Society

25


LEVEL
NO


SCIENCE TITLES
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

6

Caves

7

Ice on Earth

8

Wet and Dry

The Stock Exchange

9

Discovering Planets

9

Stars

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

9

Looking at Space

17

Drugs in Sport

18

Weather

19

Experimenting with Magnets

20

Wind Power

22

Electricity

22

Drilling for Oil

23

Forces

25

It's All About Physics

25

Nuclear Energy

6

Food from the World

10

Surviving a Tsunami

9

Antarctic Animals

10

Surviving a Tornado

A World Without Cars

12

The Water Cycle

6

Move It!
Bridges

10



USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

12

National Parks

13

Death of the Dinosaur

7

12

Park Rangers

13

Dinosaur Scientists

9

Cars

12

Parks

15

Walking on the Moon

9

Cars of the Future

12

Save Water

15

The Space Race

10

Making Sounds

14

Think Global, Act Local

16

The Changing Map

10

Trains

17

The Great Barrier Reef

18

Diary of a Twister Chaser

12

Thomas Edison

18

World Heritage

19

People Underground

13

Aspirin

21

Locust Plague

19

Life in Unusual Places

15

UFO: Ordinary or Alien?

24

The Antarctic Treaty

19

Volcanoes

16

Dams

Race to the South Pole

20

Bushfire Ready

16

Wheels

21

Space Junk, Meteorites and Comets

21

GM Foods

22

Mining

24

Underground Rescue

24

Living in Space

24

Space Tourism

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

24

8

GOVERNMENT AND DEMOCRACY
Understanding Rules

(Music)

18

Smallpox

18

The Great Plague of London

18

Medieval Medical Care

19

Garbage

11

Vote for Me

14

The United Nations

17

Government in Australia

20

The Beginnings of Democracy

23

People Have Their Say



25

Democracy in Action

6

Animal Groups

24

IDENTITY AND VALUES

6

The House of Wisdom



Animal Senses

24

Research in Antarctica

7

Who Are You?

10

Join Up Now!

13

Best of Friends

16

Acting the Part

19

The Green Belt Movement

22

Finding a Place: Italian Migration to Australia

25

The Great Wall of China

(Drama)

21

Galileo Galilei and the Beginning of Modern Science

22

The Story of Alexander Fleming

22

Antibiotics and Vaccines

22

Germs

6

Animal Habitats

25

Dogs at Work

8

Animal Disguises

25

Skyscrapers

8

Snail Farms

25

9

Skeletons

10

Animal Hospital

11

Insect Sounds

12

Water World

14

The Heart

The Channel Tunnel
TABLE KEY
Instructional/Guided Reading Text
Independent Text

+
Supports content from the Australian Curriculum :



OUR WORLD

15

Natural Partners

7

I Remember When

17

The African Grasslands

8

Sheep Station

17

Fish

Science (refer to sub-strand heading)

8

Cattle Farms

18

Animal Travellers

History – knowledge and understanding

10

Voting

20

My Bushfire Diary

11

A Plastic World

21

Life in the Amazon Jungle

21

Rainforests

13

Peacekeepers

13

Street Art

14

23

Twins

Gold Rush

23

Cell Science

15

Climate Change Refugees

25

Eyes at Work

16

The Three Gorges Dam

(Visual Arts)

www.nelsonprimary.com.au

The Arts (refer to subjects in brackets)

Geography – knowledge and understanding
Economics and Business – knowledge and
understanding
Civics and Citizenship – knowledge and
understanding
Technologies – Design and Technologies
knowledge and understanding
Health and Physical Education – personal, social
and community health

+See inside front cover for details.
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FAST FORWARD INSTRUCTIONAL/GUIDED READING

10 Texts, Audio & Teacher’s Guide

GUIDED PACK – 9780170124898

6
9780170124973
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

9780170124959
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: ECONOMICS &
BUSINESS

9780170124942
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

9780170124966
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: CIVICS & CITIZENSHIP

9780170124997
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: GEOGRAPHY

9780170124980

9780170124911

9780170124904

9780170124928

9780170124935

TEXT TYPE: EXPLANATION

MAIN CHARACTER: ANNA

MAIN CHARACTER: BEN

MAIN CHARACTERS: DAD & DAN

MAIN CHARACTERS: CARLA & JESS

AC: SCIENCE –
USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

9780170125079

9780170125086
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

9780170125055
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: HEALTH & PE

TEXT TYPE: EXPLANATION

10 Texts, Audio & Teacher’s Guide

GUIDED PACK – 9780170125116

7
9780170125062
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

TEXT TYPE: RECOUNT

AC: HISTORY

9780170125093
AC: SCIENCE –
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

9780170125048

9780170125024

9780170125000

9780170125031

9780170125017

TEXT TYPE: EXPLANATION

MAIN CHARACTERS: RAF & RUBY

MAIN CHARACTER: HARRY

MAIN CHARACTER: JAY

MAIN CHARACTER: JACK

AC: CIVICS & CITIZENSHIP

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

9780170125222
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

9780170125185
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

9780170125239

9780170125192

TEXT TYPE: DISCUSSION

TEXT TYPE: EXPLANATION

9780170125215
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: GEOGRAPHY

10 Texts, Audio & Teacher’s Guide

GUIDED PACK – 9780170125130

8
AC: SCIENCE –
CHEMICAL SCIENCES

AC: ECONOMICS & BUSINESS

9780170125208

9780170125147

9780170125154

9780170125161

9780170125178

TEXT TYPE: EXPLANATION

MAIN CHARACTERS: POLAR BEARS

MAIN CHARACTER: ANNA

MAIN CHARACTER: EDDIE

MAIN CHARACTER: ISAAC

AC: CIVICS & CITIZENSHIP

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

Download Audio from www.nelsonprimary.com.au/fastforwardaudio
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FAST FORWARD
INDEPENDENT TEXTS

FAST FORWARD ACTIVITIES
print this page

print this page

���������

Food from the World

��

���

���

��

Join each word to its correct meaning.

2. Some food comes from

on the inside.

3. A lot of tea

comes from India

4. Raisins are grapes

that have lots of sun.

5. Bananas grow on

2. banana
it is time to take them off

banana palm trees.

that have been dried
in the sun.

9780170125109
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

8. Kiwi fruit can be green or

3. New Zealand

a country that grows rice
a country that grows kiwi fruit

4. raisins

dried bananas
dried grapes

all over the world.

yellow

......................

�

2.

r

ee

un

eat

______________________ Use

3.

n

op

ake

ice

______________________
capital

4.

b

ook

ock

ing

______________________

5.

the tree.

7. Rice grows

______________________

���

���

the words below to write three sentences

about food from the world. Remember to use

a yellow food
a brown food

green,

ook

������

other lands
big towns

1. countries

and China.

ice

�

�

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:
un

���

countries

c

�����

�����

1.

��

�

......................

����������
���

Food from the World

��

Name: ........................................................      Date:

���

print this page

Circle the correct ending to make a word.

���������
��� Write�the new word on the line.

Food from the World

Australia.

��

5. rice

grows where it is wet
grows where it is dry

6. world

all the towns
all the countries

letters and full stops!

food

world

grow

countries

d

ice

ee

old

______________________
_________________________________________________________________

6.

sh

an

ing

ook

______________________
_________________________________________________________________

7.

tw

ar

ice

ear

_________________________________________________________________
______________________
_________________________________________________________________

8.

sp

ice

ong

ock

_________________________________________________________________
______________________
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

9780170180078
LEVELS 6–11 INTERACTIVE PACK
240 ACTIVITIES

print this page

A Night Out

�
���

Name: ........................................................      Date:

���������

......................

��

�����

���������

Use the word parts to write proper words.

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

hall
grabbed

�

Writetoa
Raf’s mum took Raf and his ________________________ Ruby

��

word from the text to match each

clue. Then use the letter in each

un

ine

ump

�

���

�

�����

�����

started

the school dance.

������

to write the

Pushed against a person
Some were ________________________ and shouting over

the music.

The room where the dance was held

__

She ________________________ Raf’s hand and took him out
A mate or pal
into the middle of the room.
move
in time with the music
Raf looked at Ruby and ________________________Tohis
head.

Ruby ________________________ dancing.

Very happy

Ruby look over at the boys. “Don’t thing about them,” he said.

__ __

__ __ __ __

__

__ __ __

__

__ __ __ __ __

p

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

l

_________________________________________________________________

__ __

_________________________________________________________________

d

Raf was starting to have fun when he ________________________
To work something out in your head

__ __ __

_________________________________________________________________

__

into something.
Took hold of

The boys were _________________________, too.

� ��

the text correctly.
Raf looked at ruby and shaked his head “No, Ruby” he said.
“I dont want to dance now.” Raf walked away.

b

__ __ __ __ __

���

Circle the 8 mistakes below. Then rewrite

f

mystery word.

Raf and Ruby walked into the school ________________________.

9780170125123
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

����������
���

A Night Out

If you cannot make a word, leave the space blank.

��

�

......................

��

� � �page
print this

��

�
���

Name: ........................................................      Date:
friend

_________________________________________________________________

st

__ __ __ __ __ __

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Mystery Word:

_________________________________________________________________

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

_________________________________________________________________

(Clue: Moving with the beat of the music)

_________________________________________________________________
Use the back of this sheet if you need more space!

9780170180078
LEVELS 6–11 INTERACTIVE PACK
240 ACTIVITIES

print this page

9780170179423
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: CIVICS & CITIZENSHIP
& THE ARTS – DANCE

9780170179294
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: CIVICS &
CITIZENSHIP

9780170179409
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: HEALTH & PE

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

9780170179195
MAIN CHARACTERS: JOSH & BEN

print this page

���������

Sheep Station

��

���������

���

�

��

���

�����

Write T  for true or F for false after

���������

������

���

farmers

�����

�

Use the words in the box to complete

���

���

Write a question to match each answer.    

the sentences.

5. Mustering is when the farmers get the sheep together.
cooler
_______ ________

......................

�

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

3. Farmers have to look for the sheep. _______ ________
4. All dogs on a sheep station do the same work.
_______ ________

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

✔
��

����������
���

Sheep Station

Change ‘h ’ in hill.

�����

�

_______ ________

and tick the alphabet letters you use.

�

Name: ........................................................      Date: ......................
to show where you found the information.

��

� � page
�
print this

��

�
���

Make new words. Write the words

��

Sheep Station

each sentence. Then write the page number

T
5
1. Many people work on a sheep station. _______
________
2. Farmers shear the sheep in summer.

�
���
......................

�����

���
print this page

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

��

�
���

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

Sheep Station

Don’t forget the question mark!
wool

hills

muster

people

shearing

station

yarn

Sheep

Q. What _______________________________________________________
is the title of the book?

Change ‘sh ’ in shear.

The title of the book is
6. Shearers shear the sheep in a shed. _______1. ________

Sheep

7. Shearers shear 50 sheep in a day. _______ ________
2. A big sheep
sheep on it.
8. Clean wool is put into a big sack called a pale.
_______ ________
3. Many

work on a sheep station.

9. The sheep go back up into the hills in spring.
4. Dogs help farmers to
_______ ________
5.
10. The bags of wool go to the mill. _______ ________
the work.

9780170125246
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

MAIN CHARACTER: MOSQUITO

���

�

���

A Night Out

laughing
dancing

9780170179157

�����

���

shook
bumped

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

�

�

��

Use the words in the box to complete
the sentences.

9780170180870
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: ECONOMICS &
BUSINESS
print this page
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TEXT TYPE: REPORT
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��

�
���

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

A Night Out

9780170179874
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
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����
print this�page
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�

Join each sentence beginning on the left

6. When the bananas are

���������

......................

�����

���

��

to the correct sentence ending on the right.
1. Pineapples grow in

�
���

�

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

��

�
���

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

Food from the World

Station.

can have over 3000

A. Sheep Station

Q. When _______________________________________________________
✔
✔
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
A. In spring
Q. What _______________________________________________________
A. It gets the sheep together and will catch a sheep if it runs
away.

the sheep.

Q. Who ________________________________________________________

have different dogs to help them do

A. A shearer

11. Machines clean the wool and make it into yarn.
6. The shearer shears the sheep in a
_______ ________
shed.
12. Wool is made into lots of things. _______ ________
7. If the

Q. How ________________________________________________________

is clean, it goes into a bale.

Use a dictionary to check if your words are real words!

8. When the shearing is over, all the sheep go back up to the
.
9. The sheep are
10. Machines make the wool into
mill.

A. 200 a day
Q. Where ______________________________________________________
A. Into a bale
Q. When _______________________________________________________

in summer.
at the

9780170180078
LEVELS 6–11 INTERACTIVE PACK
240 ACTIVITIES

A. In summer
Q. Where ______________________________________________________
A. To the mill
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�����

���

not very good.
the best.

each word you wrote in the word find. Use the

remaining letters to work out the mystery word!

7. Everyone says Mick is the

best act because he is
1. There is a c__ __ __ __ __ __ at Mick’s school.
really funny.
a

b

Mickmagician.
wants to do a magic a__ __.
a really2.good

C

really good at mime.
3. He sets up a table on the s__ __ __ __.

a

there is5.nothing
there.
He does
a trick with some r__ __ __ __ but they do not join up.

a rabbit.

b

some flowers.

C

there is a rabbit.
6. He puts his hand in his h__ __ and pulls out some flowers.
there is a ring.

C

two hats and some rings.

a
b

Mick pushes it over.
Mick’s cape gets stuck.

M

S

T

A

G

E

C

O

N

I

C
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A

A

C

T

C

E

R

T

A

A

P

E

C

H

A

T

N

G

S

I

B

A

D

S

H

O

C

K

E

D

N

_______________________

3. stage

see

rage

bag

This book is about ________________________________
_______________________

4. would

will

did

should

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________

5. last

past

list

two

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________

6. hat

has

bit

cat

The part of the book I like best is ___________________________________
_______________________

said

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________

�

���

���

hide

did

8. thing

song

then

ring

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________

9. table

able

they

bell

I like this part best because _________________________________________
_______________________
_______________________________________________________________________

8. He is s__ __ __ __ __ __ when he pulled a rabbit out of his hat.

Mick sits on top of it.

C

Name: ........................................................      Date: ......................
_______________________

pool

_______________________________________________________________________

Now write three more pairs of rhyming words.

7. He says that he is a really b__ __ magician.

5. The table crashes because

back

call

7. side

8. Mick puts his hand inside the
4. His c__ __ __ gets stuck on the table.
last hat and

a
b

����������
���

truck

sold

• ________________________________

Colour the stars to show how much you like this book.
________________________________

• ________________________________

________________________________

• ________________________________

What would you say to another person about this book?
________________________________

✩✩✩✩✩✩✩✩✩✩

_______________________________________________________________________

G

_______________________________________________________________________

Mystery word:
Fast Forward © Nelson Thomson Learning, 2006
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M__ __ __ __ __ __ __

What act would you like to perform at the school concert? Why?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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���������

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

DAD & DAN

�����

��

For each word, write two words that

Level 10

Forward – Level 10

�

ways

pay
____________________

Name: ........................................................
day
________________________

2.

burnt

____________________

________________________

its page number in the text. Then circle ‘text’, ‘ dictionary’

3.

good

____________________

________________________order

4.

points

____________________

________________________

2. Keeping a car means paying for things like petrol and

or ‘ glossary’ to tell how you found out the meaning.

tyres. ___ Page: ____
1. comfortable ______________________________________________
3. Your bike could be stolen if you leave it outside while
____________________________________________________________
you go into a shop. ___ Page: ___
page: _____ text / dictionary / glossary
4. Walking and riding a bike are good forms of exercise.
2. travel _____________________________________________________
___ Page: ___
____________________________________________________________
5. Walking is the cheapest form of transport.
___ _____ text / dictionary / glossary
page:
Page: ___
3. transport _________________________________________________
6. Some buses use petrol that is bad for the
____________________________________________________________
environment. ___ Page: ___
page: _____ text / dictionary / glossary

Now write two more things you worked out

4. gases ______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
page: _____ text / dictionary / glossary
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
5. harmful ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

5.

car

____________________

________________________

6.

sick

____________________

________________________

7.

make

____________________

________________________

8.

around

____________________

________________________

9.

bike

10. cost

page: _____ text / dictionary / glossary

W

RIT

I NG

each sentence. Then number the boxes to show their
in the text.
for

this

environment

is

the

bad

However, cars use petrol and ___________________________
____________________________________________________________

place

place

one

to

another

People use lots of different ways to travel from _______
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
who

a

can’t

car

drive

____________________

________________________ Bikes are good for people ______________________________
____________________________________________________________

____________________

________________________ ____________________________________________________________
bike
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Date: .....................

Rearrange the words to complete

from clues in the text.
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TI V I TY S H
AC

1.
�

��
Write the meaning for each word and   
�����

T

�����

�

���

Travelling Around

part in bold.

EE

�

1. Every kind of transport has some good points and

��

Fast
have the same letters and the same sound as the

���������

��

�
���

Travelling Around

worked it out from clues in the text. Then write the

some bad points. ___ Page: ___

���������

......................

���

�

���

........................................................      Date: ......................
number of the page that helped youName:
decide.

like

a

riding

Walking is very good exercise, __________________________
____________________________________________________________

6. environment ______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
page: _____ text / dictionary / glossary
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���������

���������

�

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

��

�
���

Jump!

��

�
���

Jump!

......................

�����

For each of these questions, write

�

Forward – Level 11

print this page

��

���

���

��

a sentence that contains your answer.
Fast

���

�����

Use the table below to divide the
���������

instructor

1. a situation where someone
is in danger
4. Why wasn’t Kyle afraid to jump for the first time?
2. a person who plays the role
of a teacher

5. Many sentences in this text are very short. What effect
3. in a state of great pleasure
does this have?
4. string or thin rope

6. How do you know that both boys enjoyed their
parachute
5. the
taking in and out of air
jump?

Name: ........................................................      Date:

growth

clear

slowly

fly

below

tear

gear

����������
���
......................

style

arrow

try

year

reply

For each of the following beginnings,

yellow

supply

hear

complete the sentence to retell an important fact  

�

���

emergency

cord

why

�

������

breath

window

�����

�

Write a word from the list to match
each of the meanings listed below.

3. What does the author mean by “Logan turned whiteparachute
with
fear”?
excited

���

Jump!

Put a heading for each column.
fear

��

��

�����

�

Fast Forward – Level 11

list of words into groups with a common sound.
�

......................

2. While the boys are learning, why does the instructor jump
with the boys?

� �this page
print

��

�
���

Jump!

1. Which of the boys had never jumped from
a plane
before?
Name:
........................................................      Date:

���

���

from the text.
1. Logan was feeling _______________________________________
__________________________________________________________

___________________________

2. Logan wanted to know what would happen ____________
___________________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________________

3. They knew it was time to jump _________________________

___________________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________________

4. The biggest problem was that when ____________________

6. a device used by a jumper
to slow down the rate of fall ___________________________

__________________________________________________________
5. Logan was really happy when ____________________________
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MAIN CHARACTERS:

�����

���

��

Fast
Forward
–
information was stated in the text and
write
‘I’ if you

Name: ........................................................      Date:

9780170179263

�

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

For each sentence, write ‘T’ ifprintthat
this page

9780170125604
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ACTIVITY SHEETS CD
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��

�
���

Travelling Around

��

�
���

Travelling Around

9780170125482
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

9780170180887
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
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Name: ........................................................      Date:

9780170179713
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

18 NON-FICTION TITLES, 6 FICTION TITLES AND AUDIO CD

very good.

b
C

4. For his first trick, Mick uses

tricks.

������

�

he forgets his tricks.

last act.

��

pick

2. school

���

C

first act.
second act.

c

�

Complete each sentence. Then colour

Magic Tricks

1. trick

�����

people do not like his

kick

��

b

�

sings songs.

�

Fast Forward – Level 9

a new rhyming word.

�����

C

� �this page
print
��

ß LEVELS 6–11
INDEPENDENT TEXTS BOX SET: 9780170178969

���������
�

his tricks do not work.

a

��

��

�
���

Magic Tricks

magician because
a

b

......................

Circle the rhyming word. Then write

Fast Forward – Level 9

likes to do magic tricks.
does not like magic.

3. The other acts are

���������

�

�

�����

a

2. Mick is the

9780170125369
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

���

b

a

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

���

��

Name:
     Date: ......................
6. Mick says
he is ........................................................
a terrible

1. Mick

�
���

Magic Tricks

......................

print this page
Circle the letter next to the phrase

that best completes each sentence.

Fast Forward – Level 9

���������
�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

�
���

Magic Tricks

Now use at least two of these words in a sentence to
explain what this text is about.

This page may be printed and photocopied for educational use within the purchasing institution.
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_________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
6. Kyle had to believe what Logan told him about the view
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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���

�����

print
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5.

process
by which water
Evaporation is the last stage in the waterThe
cycle
process.

a caption to go with your picture.

cycle

cool

liquid

evaporation

Water changes into: Evaporation is:

This happens
because:

Watera can
three different forms. During the
Clouds are formed when water changes from
solid into
water cycle, water
changing its form over again.
a gas.
There
four stages in the water cycle. Evaporation

rain

Condensation is:

The water
cycle

is when water
from a liquid into a gas called
Precipitation is when the drops of water stay in the air.
vapour. Clouds
water in the form of vapour.
Condensation changes water from a gas to a liquid.

8.

���

water cycle. Read the writing clues in each box, then
draw a picture to give information about the clue. Write

The water cycle is:

called the water cycle.

Rain
from the sky, but it does not
Condensation is when water changes from a liquid into
its life in the sky. Rain starts its life on Earth. Water vapour
a gas.
into the air and falls back onto Earth as rain.

7.

���

Fill in the boxes to make a fact chart about the

keep

from Earth to the

sky and then back to Earth

9780170125727
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

changes
keeps
falls

�

star t

are
farm
hard

go.
start
are
moves

�

���

�

for you.

������

sentences. Use each word only once and tick off the

join
take
stay

����������
���
......................

�����

�����

4.

words gas
as you
During the water cycle, water takes two forms:
and
liquid.
hold
rises
There are three stages in the water cycle.
is

Name: ........................................................      Date:

new words containing the same letters and the same

��

�

��

Use the verbs in the box to fill in the gaps in these

The water cycle is when rain falls.

3.

– Level 12

The Water Cycle

by the underlined letters in the word. Then write three
sound on the lines below. An example has been done

�

2.

���

Read each word below. Listen to the sound Fast
madeForward

���������
��

�
���

The Water Cycle

Rain starts its life in the sky.

The third stage is precipitation. This is when the liquid in
the sky falls to Earth. This happens because the little drops

Condensation
changes:
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Runoff is:
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Runoff happens
when:

together to form bigger drops. They

of water
become too heavy to
Earth as rain.

in the air, so they fall to
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Don’t Embarrass Me, Dad!

���������

�

���

��

���������

3.

Orientation (What happens at the beginning of the story?)
(wasn’t) But it ______ ______ as easy as that.

4.

Complication (What problem does the main character
have?)
(I’ve)
“_________ ______ got some DVDs and games we can

���

Read each sentence to help you to identify    Fast
the word in italics. Listen to the missing sound in the

Forward – Level 13

�����

�����

1.

The problem was that he didn’t kn

when to stop

���
Read each sentence. Underline the word               
� ��
or phrase in the sentence that tells where or when            
2. “Why does your dad have a whistle around his neck
an event happened. Use the clue in brackets to help           
all the t m ?” asked Greg.
you. An example is done for you.

being a basketball coach.

3.

But it wasn’t as eas

5.

When Ben’s dad came h m , the boys were
burgers and fr

play.”

6.

as that.

“Don’t worr ,” said Mum.

4.

“Dad _________ ______ embarrass you at the sleep over.”

s in the famil

“Okay,” said Dad. “You kn

ting

room.

the rules. F v

fouls

and you’re out!”

“______ ______ the team?”

Resolution (How is the problem solved?) (How’s)

6.

Ending (How does the story end?)

9780170125840
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

7.

“______ ______ having a sleep over.”

(We’ll)

“______ _________ have a team talk at half time.”

1.

“Why does your dad have a whistle around his neck all the
time?” (when)

2.

“I guess he forgets to take it off after the game” (when)

3.

“Dad won’t embarrass you at the sleep over.” (where)

4.

You can all set out your sleeping bags in the family
room. (where)

5.

“We’ll have a team talk at half time.” (when)

ch the bin from over there,” said

8.

The boys took turns thr

9.

“It’s too

ing rubbish into the bin.

sy” said Callum. “Move the bin h

Use your own ideas about the story to write sentences
contain these phrases that tell where or when an event
happened. You can use the phrase at the beginning, middle
or end of your sentence.

er up.”
that

10. Ben’s dad sm l d. “That’s nothing,” he said.
“Would you l k to see me dribble?”

Rewrite each of these as contractions.

1.

after the game (when)

what is

you are

2.

in the family room (where)

that is

I am

3.

when Ben’s dad came home (when)

do not
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“Bet you can’t r
Callum.

(We’re)

�

���

�

�

��
Read the contraction in the brackets.           
������
Complete the sentence by writing the two                
words that make up the contraction.

(won’t)

����������
���

Don’t Embarrass Me, Dad!

underlined word. Fill in the missing letters to     Name: ........................................................      Date: ......................
represent the long vowel sound.

�

Setting (When and where is the story set?)

......................

��

2.

Name: ........................................................      Date:

�

Main characters (Who is in the story?)

��

�
���

Don’t Embarrass Me, Dad!

1.

5.

can not
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fl

ACROSS:

in the human body

called the right and
2. The bottom part of the heart.
left atrium

The blood takes

called the right and
6. The tiny parts that make up your body.
left ventricle

The heart is one of

It has two smaller
places

to every part of
8. The heart is a large one of these.
the body

behind the ribs

on the top

DOWN:
in the
body

5.

The heart muscle works like one of these.

7.

These cover the heart and keep it safe.

����������
���

The Heart

c

mes

p

d

d

sn’t

bl

r

sh

d

mp

b

ther

fr

d

l

zen

m

nch

d

nt

tr

ve

m

scle

l

u

o

oo

oe

s
ck
ney
ngs

�

���

�

the crossword.

in the middle of
the chest

1.

���

make the same sound. Insert the letters u, o, oo, oe      Fast Forward – Level 14
into the following words to complete them. Then group
the words according to the letters that make the short Name: ........................................................      Date: ......................
/u/ sound.

�����

�����

�

�

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

�
���

The Heart

It has two large
places

Complete
oxygen and
food

��

print this page
Sometimes, we use different letters to              

��

The heart pumps
blood

���������

......................

���

���
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found
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the first sentence. Write the sentences on the lines to

to every cell
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Name: ........................................................      Date:

......................

Write six sentences about the text

�
���

The Heart

��

�
���

The Heart

the most important
organs

9780170179331
TEXT TYPE: DISCUSSION

print this page

print this page

Name: ........................................................      Date:

MAIN CHARACTER: GOG

��

Name: ........................................................      Date:

print this page

�
���

Don’t Embarrass Me, Dad!

......................

Fill in this story outline about

���
Look at the picture and write the key                 
���
word in the box below it. Write a sentence that contains  
the key word about the picture.

In the next set of boxes, write three important words
that relate to the first key word. Write three more sentences
about the topic.

A smaller part of the heart.

1.

2.

These stop the blood going back the wrong way.

3.

One of the three ways to help keep your heart healthy.

2.

4.

This is where the blood picks up oxygen.

3.

Key word:

�

4.

Sentence:

�

�

5.

9780170125963
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
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Each of these sentences has incorrect
information
Fast Forward
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about the topic. Look for the correct information
in the text, then rewrite the sentences so that the
Name: ........................................................      Date: ......................
information is correct. An example has been done for
you.

6.

......................
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Rain starts its life on Earth.

���������
�

Name: ........................................................      Date:

��

......................
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The Water Cycle

�

Name: ........................................................      Date:
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The Water Cycle
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the correct
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���

�

�����

�

���

�����

�

���
For each of the following grammar                 
���

�

Sometimes, we can use one word to    � � � � � � �
replace a group of words in a sentence. Rewrite the

1. need

need

2. stare

stare

s

needed

needing

elements, provide an example from the text.                  
The first one has been done for you.

passage, using one word for the underlined words.
My first pimple was the most unattractive thing I had ever
seen. I went with Dad to the large shop where all kinds of
goods can be bought to buy some pimple cream.

stare

3. understand understand

ing

under

understand

cream

Noun
Verb
Adjective

The shop person helping customers couldn’t scan the cream
and phoned for help.

4. scan

Mel, my worst person who doesn’t like me, was looking right
at me.

s

ed

Adverb

scan

Phrase

When Dad said, “I really must eat less chocolate,” her smile
went away.

5. rub

rub

ing Independent clause

rubb

Dependent clause

Back home, I read the information about how to do something
on the back. Mum told me to rub the cream in and then leave
it alone so it wouldn’t leave a mark on the skin after a wound
has healed.
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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6. real

real

7. assist

assist

real

Conjunction

real

Pronoun and noun
to which it refers

ant assist

Compound sentence
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TRENT



E=



B

technical words that you recall from your
reading.
Fast
Forward

D Cthis page
print
>

– Level 16

86

7JA6GN

at tornadoes. Some states in the middle of

brackets so are
that the word makes sense in the sentence.

hit by a lot of tornadoes. This is where

Check ifchasers
you need to change the base word before you

thethesuffix.
go to follow tornadoes. Many twister chasersadd
study

there

2.

where Find one word on page 5 that has the same
1. Hobbies are fun things
final sound. ______________________________________

3.

chance Find two words on page 5 that have the same
2. There are many kinds of
sound. ____________________________________________
special interest hobbies,

4.

shop

where they know they will

5. Other people go out
change Find two words on page 15 that have the same
beginning sound. ________________________________looking for UFOs in places
around the world

special Find one word on page 18 that has the same
6. UFO watchers take
middle sound. ___________________________________
camera equipment with
go
Find three words on page 22 that have the
them
same sound. ___________________________________
7. Trainspotters go to

railway lines

-er

spare time.
see many different kinds of
trains.
that they run tours that take
other people out looking for
twisters.
which can bring together
groups of like-minded
people.
that are known as UFO ‘hot
spots’.

Write a glossary definition for these key words.
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-ed

UFOs.
that people like to do in their

6.

to make word families.
-s

become tornadoes.
when they go looking for

4. Some people love twister
Find three words on page 7 that have the same
chasing so much
sound. ____________________________________________
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-ing

but not all thunderstorms

3. A tornado starts as a
Find three words on page 5 that have the same
sound. ____________________________________________thunderstorm,

show

8.

L

Find three words on page 4 that have the same
with
sound.
spare
area
anything

5.

7.

.....................

Join each sentence beginning on the left G > I > C <
the correct sentence ending on the right to make
sentences of cause (action) and effect (result).

1.

One has been done for you.

-ing
-ers
-ed
-ies
-es
-er
and storms. They carry special
to
A hobby
can be anything from playing a game to having a
help them work out when thunderstorms will 1.
come
up and
special interest in some area. (play)
2.
how strong they will be. UFO watchers go to places
around are fun things that people like to do in their
spare time. (hobby)
called UFO hot spots to look3.for
UFOs. They
the
A tornado
starts as a thunderstorm but not all
become
. (tornado)
equipment with them. One ofthunderstorms
the most
take
sometimes travel in groups. (chase)
4. Twister
so much that they
important things for UFO watchers is to find 5. Some people love twister _
run tours that take other people out looking for twisters.
that there are really UFOs out there. A trainspotter
likes
(chase)
is an unusual hobby. (watch)
6. UFO
looking at and collecting things about
in UFOs and life in space.
7. A lotand
of people are
collect the numbers(interest)
on railway
railways. Some
like to spend time in UFO hot spots to
8. UFO
to to see UFOs. (watch)
engines and cars. Trainspotters go to
getlines
a chance
things
9. A trainspotter likes looking at and
see different kinds of trains and to meet other trainspotters.
about trains. (collect)
instead of a
10. Some
to tell
other trainspotters use a tape
Many trainspotters also use
notebook. (record)
trainspotters about sightings they have made.
Choose suffixes from the list to add to each word

8I>K>INH=
6
Date:



K

from the list to the word in

8H

Unusual Hobbies





D

a suffix
and Add
looking

Twister chasers are interested in

I>K>INH=

.....................

I

Date:

hobbies that bring together groups of like-minded people.

Read the first word. Listen to the sound
Fast Forward – Level 16
made by the underlined letters. Find words in the book
with the same sound. Remember, different letters can
make
Name:
........................................................
the same sound. Underline the letters that make the sound.
One has been done for you.

::

of special interest

I

like
to ........................................................
do in their
Name:

spare time. There are many

::

8
6

Unusual Hobbies

Hobbies are fun things that

1. thunderstorm __________________________________________

1. look _______________________________________________________

2. trainspotter ____________________________________________

2. play ________________________________________________________

3. UFO ____________________________________________________

3. make ______________________________________________________
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:=:
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I

Date:

There are 15 misspelt words in the
EG

print this page

::

I

Name: ........................................................

.....................

story. Look back at the book to help you with

8
6

Battle of the Bands

::

8
6
Date:

Answer these questions about the

sentences below. Underline the misspelt words.

CH>DC
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I

/

0

! +

%

4


0
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/

4

7



$
2

3

)
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2

4

%

2



& /

2

)

%

!
6

%

2

5. The gerls plugged in they’re electrick guitars.

6. Suddenly their was a loud bang.

What would it feel like
to be in this story?

2

7. The gerls staired blanckly at Molly.


% . 6 % , / 0 %
finishes singing? ______________________________________________

			________________________________________________________________

.....................

'
5

5


Date:

Write as many words and phrases as you can L
G>I
>C<
2. Jasmine, there drummer, had butterflies in her stomack.
to answer each question to complete this Y chart.
Look at the descriptions and events in the story to help you.

4. Molly looked up as Mr Williams walked towords the band.


%

Name: ........................................................



8. Why does the audience jump out of their seats when Molly

3

Battle of the Bands

3. Wild Ride finished playing there song and the ordience cheered.

(

%

/
0

JA6GN

#
/ - ! #

-

#

7. Why do Molly’s eyes light up? __________________________________

4


8I>K>INH=
6
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3

2
			________________________________________________________________

			________________________________________________________________
(

67

you understand its place in

in place of the word.



			________________________________________________________________
)
6. Why does Jasmine’s face drop when the power goes out?

K

the story. Draw a line
4. What type of music does Wild Ride play? _______________________
			________________________________________________________________
-

D8

write a sentence using

the word to show that
			________________________________________________________________

5. What does Molly think of Wild Ride’s music? ___________________




below,
3. Why do the members of Wild Ride give eacheach
othernumber
a high five?

school
1. The sckool hall fell silent.

.....................

Here is a finished crossword. Next to

performing? __________________________________________________

I

::

Date:

2. What words on page 4 mean that Jasmine is nervous about

::

Battle of the Bands

1. Where are Street Smart and Wild Ride performing?

			________________________________________________________________
Name: ........................................................

D Cprint this page
>8H

Write the correct spelling above the incorrect word.
8I>K>INH=
6
An example is done for you.

.

9. What does Molly say on page 23 that meansAcross
she thinks about the

Down

group and not just herself? ____________________________________
3 Jasmine had butterflies in her
			________________________________________________________________
___________ .
10. What does Mark mean when he says, “But let’s see what			
6		_____________________________
happens next year!”? __________________________________________
			_____________________________
			________________________________________________________________
7		_____________________________
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			_____________________________

8. Suddenly, the certain opened.

1		_____________________________

What would it look like
to be in this story?

What would it sound
like to be in this story?

			_____________________________9. ‘Forever’ is the best song we’ve ever herd in this competition.
2		_____________________________
			_____________________________
10. “Orsome!” she cried.
4		_____________________________
			_____________________________

9		_____________________________

5		_____________________________

			_____________________________

			_____________________________

10		_____________________________

8		_____________________________

			_____________________________

			_____________________________
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your answers.
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Dad’s Trick

Add suffixes, prefixes, or change the root word to make
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E=

I

.....................

G>

I> C<
the
bebox.
paid.Choose two more sentences from the list below
and write them into the correct box to provide extra
information about the topic sentence.

Schools need to be built/bilt and teachers have to
p.

Governments also need money to run the public transport
p. Taxation is the system that
system/sistem and the road network.

Governments need money
because they are responsible for
important areas in people’s lives.

governments use to collect
payments from a person,
They have to pay for ships/shyps and planes to be built.
company or organisation.

Sales tax is added to the price of goods andgroup
services.
of soldiers (p.9)

L



JA6GN

the mystery word.

taxes.



K

67

written all the words, rearrange the letters in

Date:

Governments also need money to run the public/publyc transport
Each of the boxes below is like a
p.
system.
paragraph. Read the topic sentence inside



D8

The less money people earn, the less tax they have to pay.

p.

staff (p.9)

Old roads have to be repaired and new roads built if a There
road are two main types of taxes
– direct
and indirect.
network is going to carry all the traffyc/traffic that wants
to use
p.
it.

_________________________________________________________________________
to be in charge of (p.6)
_________________________________________________________________________
the process of gaining knowledge (p.8)
_________________________________________________________________________

A new computer may cost $500.

Some of these areas include education, defence, emergency

For each of the following words, write anotherservices
word that
and transport.
contains the underlined letters. The sound of these letters
The payment of taxation
must be the same, but the words do not have to rhyme.

What the author meant:
can be direct or indirect (p.14)
_________________________________________________________________________

9780170126441
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

8I>K>INH=
6

Taxation

::

.....................

write a word on the spaces. When you have

The cost of training police officers is taken out
government
the of
circles
to solve

>8

Fast Forward – Level 18

Governments need money to pay for emergency service
Name: ........................................................
p.
equypment/equipment.

I

Date:

Use the clue and page reference to

DC

print thisHpage

::

Taxation

What the author said:

.....................



B

CH>DC

Fast Forward – Level 18

sentence of your own for each section.

organisations.

Date:

Circle the correct word to complete
each sentence. Write the complete word on
the line at the end and write a page where
8I>K>INH= it can be found in the text.
6

Name: ........................................................
The government collects tax money from people,
companies and

I>K>INH=

I

8D

print this page

said / What the author meant. Write one more

:=:

8
6

Taxation

Name: ........................................................

EG

into

fixed or mended (p.13)
_________________________________________________________________________
a club or society (p.5)
_________________________________________________________________________

_______________________

mystery _______________________

system

_______________________
Governments need money for schools, military personnel,
ambulances and buses.
_______________________

ships

will

Income tax is a direct tax paid on the money people earn.
_______________________

_______________________

build

is compulsory.

The buyer may have to pay $500 plus the government tax.
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Governments levy taxes so they will have money to spend.
Sales tax is indirect and is added on to goods and services.

Mystery Word:

Then the seller has to give the tax to the government.
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I>K>INH=

9780170179744
MAIN CHARACTERS:

MATT & CORBAN

CH>DC

quadr

confid

pati

dist

repres

presid

peas

differ

____________________

6.		Buzz saw the strange, thin creature was still
his seat,
so he ____________________
5. in
peered
(p.12)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
6. tumbled (p.14)
____________________

____________________

>C<

they

them

we

him

____________________

1. “Yes, sir,” said Zip, cutting off Buzz. “That sounds great!”
of planet Zero rang and spoke to Buzz
will get ready right away.”

1.

The
and Zip.

2.

He wanted them to
Peace Conference.

3.

For the first time, Buzz noticed how
was.

____________________

sentences using a suitable synonym

from your list.

was looking at a
2. But Buzz wasn’t listening.
strange, thin creature.
planet Zero at the
food to the other side of the
3. Buzz took
was happy to be away from the
square.
heard a voice.
crowds. Suddenly,
Zip
4. He saw two of the representatives from planet Bang.
had better get out of here,” said one of
“
.
5.

8.		Buzz looked at Zip and, for the first time,_______________________
________________________________________________________________
1. Buzz was looking at a
________________________________________________________________
creature.
Fast Forward © Nelson Thomson Learning, 2007

G>I

its
he
his

____________________

3. huge
____________________
5.		Buzz yelled out, “There’s a bomb in here! Run!”
and(p.8)
within
seconds________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
4. hideous (p.11)
____________________
________________________________________________________________

L



pres

.....................

Insert one of the following pronouns in
each space. Draw an arrow linking it with the
noun to which it refers.



____________________

Date:

I

K

JA6GN

of the story.

4.		As Buzz ran into the hall, he ____________________________________
________________________________________________________________
2. strange (p.7)
____________________
________________________________________________________________

7.		When the bomb went off ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Now complete these
________________________________________________________________

appar

pleas



67

synonyms that could replace

8I>K>INH=
6

Fast Forward – Level 19

Buzz Sees the Difference

independ
D8

words. Then use a

each
without
changing the meaning
3.		Buzz heard a voice on the other side of the
wallword
saying,
________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
1. thin (p.7)
____________________

page
Dprint
C > this
8H

Name: ........................................................

.....................

Read the sentence in the text that

2.		The food at the food stand _____________________________________
contains each of these
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
thesaurus to write two

I>K>INH=

I

Date:

E=

::

8
6

Buzz Sees the Difference

I>K>INH=

.....................

::

Fast Forward – Level 19

Date:

Complete each of the following words
using –ent or –ant. Then use one word to
complete each sentence below.



:=:



EG

B
print this page

1.		When Buzz and Zip received a phone call from the president of
planet Zero, ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Name: ........................................................
________________________________________________________________

,

had gone. As
Buzz waited until
ran into the hall,
tripped on the stairs. Everyone stared at
seat next to Zip.
Finally, Buzz found

.
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2.

Buzz and Zip followed the crowd to a

3.

As he ran in, he tripped on the stairs and
down.

hall.

6.

headset, looked
The creature pulled off
up at Buzz, and smiled. For some reason, Buzz couldn’t help
smiling back.

7.

“Come on,”
hands. “

said, holding out one of
need to get

out of here.”
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P
N
I
N
I ___________________ because _________________________________

Three-syllable words

The Great Depression
Name: ........................................................

Date:

.....................

Complete each of the sentences below
to write a mini report on the Great Depression.
Look back at the text to help you with
your ideas.

L

G>I

>C<

1.		The Great Depression was time when __________________________

line.
I

8I>K>INH=
6

Fast Forward – Level 20



JA6GN

word that belongs to that word family

I>K>INH=

print this page
DC
>8H



K

67

word. Write the new word in the wordfind on the first line.

I ___________________ because _________________________________
Then, think of another

ple

Two-syllable words



D8

E=

I

peo

.....................

Each base word in the list is hidden in

the wordfind with a suffix added to the base

A

MAIN CHARACTERS:

.....................

I

Date:

I ___________________ because _________________________________

L

NARRATOR & BILLY

::

The Great Depression

Look back at the text to help you with your answers.

Date:

Write words from the text that fit into
these syllable boxes. Write one syllable in
I>K>INH= each part of each box. An example is done
for you.

::

8
6

			________________________________________________________________

3.		The Great Depression only affected the United
U States.
I

AC: SCIENCE –
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES



20

1.		An economic depression is bad for a country.
Name: ........................................................

			________________________________________________________________
to write on the next

9780170179782
TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE



B

CH>DC

first space, then finish the sentence to support
your opinion.
Fast Forward
– Level

2.		In a depression, lots of people have jobs.

9780170181006
TEXT TYPES: REPORT/RECOUNT

I

8D

sentence by writing ‘agree’ or ‘ disagree’ inprint
the
this page

:=:

9780170179287
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

::

Name: ........................................................
EG

8
6

The Great Depression

.....................

Read each statement. Complete the

9780170179485
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: HISTORY

print this page

I>K>INH=
I

Date:

::

8
6

The Great Depression

9780170126687
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

I

8D

information from the text.

Name: ........................................................

9780170179355
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

::

Name: ........................................................

.....................

Complete each of these sentences using

8
6

Buzz Sees the Difference

I

Date:

::

8
6

Buzz Sees the Difference

9780170126564
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

9780170179966
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

print this page
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Name: ........................................................

9780170179850
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
AC: SCIENCE –
USE AND INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

12 NON-FICTION TITLES, 4 FICTION TITLES AND AUDIO CD

I>K>INH=

.....................

Rewrite two of the following sentences
under each of the headings: What the author

::

Date:

I

Name: ........................................................

::

8
6

Taxation

ß LEVELS 17–20
INDEPENDENT TEXTS BOX SET 9780170178983
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R

T

S

U
U

D

I

E

D

T

R

O

D

R
T
E
C
			________________________________________________________________
O
P
I
M
4.		After the war, Americans were scared about the future.
D
O
R
T
I ___________________ because _________________________________
U
D
A
S

O

N

O

M
I

C

E

D

A

E

R

E

L

I

S

R

O

A

D

			________________________________________________________________
C
I
L
I

M

R

O

D

E

S

N

E

I

S

P

A

T
T

I

C

N

C

A

R

M

2.		In the 1920s, people in the United States were optimistic about

L

the future, so they __________________________________________ .

E

T down.
U
P
N
R
D
Y
L
V
I
N
5.		The Stock Market Crash caused the economy Ito slow
N
R
E
N
I
A
T
R
E
T
N
E
I ___________________ because _________________________________
G
N
I
S
S
E
R
P
E
D
G
I
			________________________________________________________________
1. invest
_______________________
_______________________
6.		People were able to end the Great Depression on their own.
2. mean
_______________________
_______________________
I ___________________ because _________________________________
3. employ
_______________________
_______________________
			________________________________________________________________
4. economy
_______________________
_______________________
5. depress

_______________________

_______________________

6. industry

_______________________

_______________________
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________________________________________________________________ .

7. produce

_______________________

_______________________

8. introduce

_______________________

_______________________

9. entertain

_______________________

_______________________

Four-syllable words

The two industries that benefited from this were _______________
___________________________. These industries grew bigger which
meant that they could _________________________________________ .

3.		But, by the late 1920s, people started using credit, which meant
__________________________________________ . When people could
not pay back the money they had borrowed, they ______________
____________________________. As a result, companies went out of
business and had to close. This meant that people _______________
___________________________. This left people with ________________
________________________________________________________________ .
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4.		With government help, the Great Depression was over by the
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end of the 1930s. This was because ____________________________
________________________________________________________________ .
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I>K>INH=

Date:

.....................

Read each word. Listen to the sound
E=
made by the underlined letters in the word.
Dprint
C > this
8 H page
Write words from the book that have the same
Fast Forward – Level 21
8I>K>INH= sound. They do not have to have the same letters.
6
Then write three words that you know have that sound.
An example has been done for you.
Name: ........................................................ Date: .....................


CH>DC

8I>K>INH=
6

Bears in Camp

I

::

Bears in Camp

::

Fast Forward – Level 21

I

During theName:
night, ........................................................
Mike
Date: .....................
a takes his inhaler out of his bag
b has a really good
sleep
Read
each word in the box. Rewrite
c can’t breathe very well

The group starts singing because
a it’s a lot of fun
b it scares away the bears
c they are having a concert

The boys can hear
a people talking about the hike
b bears huffing around their tent
ranger
c people singing
outside

If a bear attacks, the boys need to
a play dead and make a lot of
noise
b run away really fast
c protect the back of their head
and play dead

When Enrique looks out of the
pounding
grizzly
binoculars
airways
tent, he sees
trail
a two bears
b the rangers with their
______________________________________________________________________
flashlights
mountains
c people ______________________________________________________________________
walking around their

On their hike the boys see
a two young grizzlies
b lots of mountains
c a large bear with a hump on its
back

The ranger uses rubber bullets
because ______________________________________________________________________
a they are very quiet
two
______________________________________________________________________
b they don’t
work
c they don’t hurt the bears or
______________________________________________________________________ breathe
people



Mike and his friends are going for a
hike to
a a campsite
b a mountain
c iceberg lake

K

D8

67

below. Then write a definition that explains

L

Word

Write words from
the book that have
the same sound

Three words of your
own that contain
guide to map
that sound

bears

there, there’s, we’re,
their, airways

where and when does the story happen?
pears, hair, Orientation:
care

JA6GN

their meaning in the story.

Write notes in each section of this writing
the structure of the story.





the words in dictionary order on the lines

G>I

> C<

voice
patrol

campsite

wheeze

inhaler

trudge

commotion

Describe the major characters:

dead
adult

Describe the minor characters:

high

Plot: what is the story about?

Event 1:

______________________________________________________________________ rather

Event 2:

Event 3:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Resolution: how does the story end?

______________________________________________________________________
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I>K>INH=

9780170179379
TEXT TYPE: REPORT
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TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

9780170179867
MAIN CHARACTERS:

ICARUS & DAEDALUS



Ralegan Siddhi

I

Name: ........................................................

Date:

.....................



Today, in meny parts of the world, most people live in citys.

this
recount
Some villages are small communitys of less than 500
peeple.

K

2.

JA6GN

-tion.



you are Anna Hazare. Rewrite
L
G>I
>C<
in the form of a collection of diary
entries. Use the facts from the text to provide details
__________________________________________________________________
for your writing.



67

dictionary, but first try common endings, such

3.

Because of drouts and bad management, some feelds could no
longer grow enough food for the people.

__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

2. wealth

__ __ __ __ __ __

I

sentences correctly on the lines below.

Imagine
__________________________________________________________________

D8

Siddhi better.
When more water was available, many more trees were planted.
1. erode
He saw the people’s lives wouldn’t get any better unless
their environment

8I>K>INH=
6

Fast Forward – Level 22

a circle around these words, then rewrite the

1.

Dprint
C > 8this
H page

::

I>K>INH=

.....................

The village was given loans by he government to buy food and water.

was improved.

I

8
6
Date:

based on the root

word at the top of each list. You may use a

The village people got together and Anna told them
to make
ashow
-s, -es
, -edRalegan
, -ing and

E=

::

Make
word
families
In trying to improve the village, Anna got married and spent
all his
money.
Anna Hazare grew up in Ralegan Siddhi in the 1960s, but moved to Delhi to

I>K>INH=
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Most Indian villages have a council made up of men
from ........................................................
all castes.
Name:
People also kept cows and sheep, and grew flowers to sell to make money.

4.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

When Anna Hazare was a teanager, he worked in the city.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
He went back to Ralegan Siddhi with a vision of improveing it
for the people hoo lived there.
_____________________________________________________________________

5.

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

6.

_______________________________________________________________________
3. manage

He got the village people together to deside what thay wanted
_____________________________________________________________________
to do.

4. populate

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

7.

8.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
5. law

Thay formed a counsil with people from all castes. _____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_______________________________________________________________________

They worked hard to plant trees, grow crops and improove
_____________________________________________________________________
there village.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

6. increase

__ __ __ __

_____________________________________________________________________

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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I>K>INH=

.....................



E=



:=:

by y, change the y to i before adding –es’ rule

CH>DC

the sentence in the text which provides the
same
Fast
Forward

– Level 23

Name: ........................................................

.....................

p
uuu
uuu

That week, Dad sold more tea than he usually did.
ssss
tttt
__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ Page ________

a substance that is not a solid or a gas

Dad said riding a bike was a good way to get some exercise.
items taken to a person’s house, such as
__________________________________________________________________________________
food or mail
____________________________________________________________________
Page ________

brought in from another country

Dad would be very angry with me if he knew I went inside without being
invited.
a place for education after high school
__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ Page ________

67

JA6GN

eeee
eeee

ff

lll

mmm

q

rrrrrr

vv

y

_________________

_________________

bodi+es

copy

_________________

_________________
Feature

_________________

_________________

berries

delivery

_________________

Complication
_________________
Resolution

_________________

_________________

mysteries

_________________

universiti+es

Nouns
_________________
Abstract noun

_________________

_________________

families

_________________

Time connectives
_________________
Adverbs

______________________
______________________
______________________

a person trained to fix or maintain motors
or machinery

______________________

very angry or annoyed

______________________

feeling or showing thankfulness

______________________

a person who buys goods

______________________
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party

______________________

reply

cities

Date:

.....................

Use up to three examples or give the
page references from the story to highlight
_________________
the structural and grammatical features of a
narrative text.

L



iiiIi
iiii

g
h
Now I knew why Mr Green used three packets of tea each week.
__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
nn Page ________
ooo

citi+es

K

ddd

city





letter as it is used.

No-one else in my family had ever been to university, and dad would be very
proud of me if I did.
__________________________________________________________________________________
aa
ccc
____________________________________________________________________ Page ________

D8

8I>K>INH=
6
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I

Date:

> 8 Hthis page
print

Bruno’s Tea

has been done to show the steps.

I

Name: ........................................................

Some customers visited our shop regularly, but it was difficult to make a good
Use the bank of letters to write words
profit in the business.
__________________________________________________________________________________
to match the meanings below. Cross off each
____________________________________________________________________ Page ________

DC

::

I>K>INH=

to make these words into plurals. The first one

::

8
6

Bruno’s Tea

information, and write it on the line. Include the page number
where you located this sentence.

Date:

Use the ‘when a consonant is followed
EG

B

print this page

I>K>INH=

I

8D

refer to events in the story. For each one, find

::

Name: ........................................................

.....................

Read the following sentences which

8
6

Bruno’s Tea

I

Date:

::

8
6

Bruno’s Tea

9780170127042
TEACHER'S GUIDE/
ACTIVITY SHEETS CD

AC: SCIENCE –
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

.....................

sentences have been incorrectly written. Put

B

Ralegan Siddhi

Date:

Some words in each of the following

8D

Some of the sentences below are not
EG
correct. Check each sentence and underline any
:=:
CH>DC
parts that are not correct. Then rewrite the print this page
sentences in the order that matches the order Fast
in theForward
text.
– Level
Make sure you write the correct version of each sentence.

Name: ........................................................

AC: GEOGRAPHY &
ECONOMICS & BUSINESS

::

Name: ........................................................

.....................

get a job.

8
6

Ralegan Siddhi

I

Date:

::

8
6

Ralegan Siddhi
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Name: ........................................................
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print this page

9780170126809
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I>K>INH=

I

Name: ........................................................

EG

phrase, write the page number that helped you
to answer the question.

8
6

Bears in Camp

.....................

Circle the letter next to the phrase that

best completes the sentence. At the end of the

::

Date:

I

Name: ........................................................

::

8
6

Bears in Camp

G>I

>C<

_________________

Orientation

Coda

Example
Pages
Pages
Pages
Pages

Adjectives

Adverbial phrases
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Adverbial clause
Past tense action
verbs
Saying verbs
Thinking verbs
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survival

_______________________

silence

_______________________

_______________________

practise

_______________________

.....................

_______________________

necessary

_______________________

containers

residents

_______________________

passenger

_______________________

defend

_______________________

remembered _______________________

kitchen

_______________________

approaching



cottage
hospital

Orientation: where and when does the story happen?

_______________________

Join the syllables in the boxes to make 3-syllable words from
the story. Use each syllable only once. Cross out the syllables
as you the major characters:
Describe
use them. Write the words on the lines.

Describe the minor characters:

smoul

gan

dent

____________________________________________

des

lent

thing

____________________________________________

ra

ter

ing

____________________________________________
Plot: what

an

sis

ture

____________________________________________

or

cri

bing

____________________________________________

fur

i

ted

____________________________________________

si

ni

ised

____________________________________________

af

y

wards

____________________________________________
main

in

der

o

____________________________________________
•

acc

di

ly

3. small glowing pieces of wood
smouldering in a fire

8. burning with a little smoke but no
flame

Date:

Use this writing guide to plan a narrative L
G>I
>C<
_______________________
about a character who is left alone to face a
_______________________
serious problem such as a storm or power blackout.

1. ash-coloured

5. fabric that looks like a net

9. to try and do something over and
over again

Name: ........................................................
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8I>K>INH=
6

– Level 25

Fire Ready

cra ckle
_______________________

exactly

I

2. without leaves
Fast Forwardof
© Nelson
Thomson Learning, 2007
4. made
wool
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crackle
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I>K>INH=

DC

towering

I

6.

D8

E=

leaving a space between each syllable. One has been done for
you.Forward
Fast

I>K>INH=

K

5.

8
6

Fire Ready



4.
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Luca and his mum lived in the city.
___________________________________________________________________
Name: ........................................................ Date: .....................
___________________________________________________________________
Luca and his mum were prepared in case of a bushfire.
Read the clues for each word.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Then write the words to complete
When the CFA man came, Luca thought the bushfire plan was a
the crossword.
good idea.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2
Luca enjoyed being on his own.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3
4
Luca panicked when he heard the fire was spreading.
5
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
6
7
Luca wasn’t in any danger.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Luca was a hero.
8
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The story was interesting and exciting.
9
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
This story could help people to know what to do in a bushfire.
___________________________________________________________________
Across						
Down
___________________________________________________________________

ALEX

.....................

to the syllables in each word. Rewrite each word,

CH>DC

::

3.

:=:

MAIN CHARACTER:



your opinion.

2.

Date:

Say each of these words aloud. Listen
EG

B

print this page

8
6

Fire Ready

Name: ........................................................
8D

agree or disagree. Write a sentence to justify

1.

Fast Forward – Level 25

I>K>INH=

.....................

Read each statement. Decide if you

9780170179973
TEXT TYPE: NARRATIVE

::

Date:

I

Name: ........................................................

::

8
6

Fire Ready
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is the story about?

Complication: list the events that lead to a complication for the
character.

____________________________________________

•
•
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•

4. drooping or limp
6. burnt in a fire
7. to tell people there is danger

Resolution: how does the story end?
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Fast Forward Trialling
The Fast Forward program has been
evaluated in independent research by
staff from the Department of Language,
Literacy and Arts Education at The
University of Melbourne.
The research team at The University of Melbourne designed
and conducted experimental research in tandem with the
development of this program. The program was trialled with
students who are struggling with literacy from the following
groups:
• English Language Learners from both low and high
socio-economic backgrounds
• English Speaking Background students from both low and
high socio-economic backgrounds.
This robust and experimental research has been used to
inform and refine the program. The experimental nature of
the research involved the use of control groups. The research
team presented summative findings at various stages, which
were invaluable in developing Fast Forward to the highest
standard.
In its final report, The University of Melbourne stated this in
their overall conclusion:
“It is well known that reading material for students who have difficulty
reading is often unmotivating … Fast Forward is a welcome and very
commendable break from what dominates in the market for such readers.”
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